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Licensing Forum, 8 September 2011 
The National Archives, Kew, London 
 

 

Attendees 
 

1. Marcia Jackson – The National Archives (chair) 
2. Ben Hawes – Intellectual Property Office (speaking) 
3. John Sheridan – The National Archives (speaking) 
4. Irene Loh – Cabinet Office (speaking) 
5. Ed Parkes – Cabinet Office (speaking) 
6. Jo Ellis – The National Archives (speaking) 
7. Matthew Pearce – The National Archives (secretariat) 
8. Dan Dukes – Ordnance Survey 
9. Tony Jardine – Ordnance Survey 
10. Jonathan O’Meara – Ordnance Survey  
11. Mike Westcott-Rudd – Land Registry 
12. Sushma Acharya – Land Registry  
13. Michael Allen – DVLA 
14. Rhian Doleman – DVLA  
15. Judy Nokes – The National Archives 
16. Doreen Charlton – The National Archives 
17. Ela Ginalska – Department for Transport 
18. Joe Dearden – The Coal Authority 
19. Stephen Bagley - Highways Agency 
20. Mark Buckley – Companies House 
21. Paul Judd – Foreign and Commonwealth Office 
22. Susan MacInnes – Registers of Scotland 
23. Adrian Nuttall – Environment Agency  
24. Ian Marshall – Environment Agency  
25. Margaret Fuller – Fire Service College 
26. Simon Hill – Health and Safety Laboratory 
27. Chris Luton – British Geological Survey  
28. Gill Dredge – British Geological Survey  
29. Carmen Suarez – Office of Fair Trading 
30. Alan Lloyd – DSA 
31. Yvonne Parry – DSA  
32. Lisa Redman – Intellectual Property Office  
33. Paul Yaxley – Cabinet Office  
34. Matthew Willis – Cabinet Office  
35. Tony Dent – UKHO 
36. Karen Bennett – UKHO  
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Introduction from chair and UKGLF update  
Marcia Jackson, The National Archives  
Jo Ellis, The National Archives 
 

 Marcia set out the current key events in the public sector information policy 
space, and in the work of The National Archives: 

 ‘Making Open Data Real’ consultation from Cabinet Office. 

 Consultation on Data Policy for a Public Data Corporation from Shex, Cabinet 
Office and HM Treasury. 

 The EC considering options for amendments to the PSI Directive in light of 
research and consultations recently delivered, as well as taking steps to produce 
its own data portal and hosting a number of events. 

 TNA and OFT had recently revised their Memorandum of Understanding. 

 TNA and ICO had recently revised their Memorandum of Understanding. 

 A number of organisations had applied for or expressed interest in the 
Exceptions to Marginal Cost Pricing process. 

 TNA had just published revised guidance on ‘Public Task’, and how organisations 
could draw up statements to explain theirs. 

 TNA was looking at rate cards as a method of raising transparency for products 
where fees were levied. 

 The EC was checking compliance of member states with INSPIRE, of relevance to 
colleagues involved. 

 Changes to the Protection of Freedoms Bill, particularly with respect to charging 
for PSI were being implemented. 

 

 Jo updated the forum on recent developments for the UK Government Licensing 
Framework. 

 The revised UKGLF had been published on 1 August. Changes included: 

 Creation of a Non-Commercial Government Licence, to be used in particular 
circumstances. 

 Guidance on drafting licences for situations where charges are applied. 

 Updates on policy: e.g. third party rights and software/source code licensing. 

 26 August saw the launch of the Open Parliament Licence, which TNA had 
assisted Parliament to produce. 

 Open work projects included: 

 Production of a licence suited to pre-commercial development activities. 
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Open Data as Business Model 
John Sheridan 
The National Archives 
 

 John introduced himself as the Head of Legislation Services and Strategy at The 
National Archives – a position he had come to from a background in technology. 

 What does open data mean for government? Open data was at the intersection 
of a number of subsets of data. It was publicly available and held by the 
government, but would not include private, personal data. 

 Government held rich and sophisticated datasets, used to provide services and 
make policy. Many of these were being released as part of the move towards 
data.gov.* websites across the world. 

 Important motivations for this movement came from arguments in favour of 
Transparency – making public services more accountable – and economic growth 
– with open government data providing a stimulus for technology businesses. 

 Two models for funding government data services had been trialled so far: cost 
recovery through charging for access to data, and tax-funded. 

 For re-users, high-quality products cannot be fashioned from low-quality data. 
However, maintaining high-quality data is resource intensive. From the 
perspective of public organisations, making high-quality data open had, hitherto, 
been all burden and no benefit. 

 The challenge then was to fashion a business model with benefits for open data. 

 The solution to this challenge is not a foregone conclusion. The development of 
certain technologies may favour certain types of solution. However, many other 
factors such as relationships and institutional structures would help determine 
how we respond to the opportunity. 

 Solutions had been found to similar problems in the software domain. The 
internet is now powered by open source software, with Linux leading as 
operating system of choice for servers, and Apache providing the software of 
choice for web-servers. Both technologies led over their Microsoft equivalents.  

  Why was this the case? Open Source software solved the Hold-up Problem, 
where, through restricted access to vital technologies, companies could be held 
to ransom by software suppliers.  

 Government had encountered the Hold-up Problem itself. 

 How could the same logic be applied to data? The National Archives was 
responsible for publishing the statute book. This was a large, complex data set.  
Legislation was constantly changing, and changing in a variety of ways. 

 The private sector took this data to produce sophisticated products for 
professionals in law-related areas. 

 Five years ago the government’s model for providing access to an up-to-date 
stature book was to treat the data as ‘value added’ and charge re-users for 
access to it.  Nobody signed up –the Hold-up Problem was seen as a culprit. 

 This state of affairs was lamented in the media and in civil society, which did not 
lose sight of the irony that citizens were expected to abide by the law, yet could 
not access an authoritative version of it. 

 The open source inspired solution involved government making a first sign of 
good faith.  Access to the database was established through the website’s API – 
enabling re-users to obtain the raw data. The data can then be re-used under the 
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Open Government Licence. This reduces government’s ability to hold-up re-
users, making it safe for re-users to engage with the data. 

 Already smartphone applications have been built on the data, a sure sign that 
barriers have been reduced for small enterprise. 

 However, the challenge still remained: how to make the service sustainable? 
Giving away high-quality data took resources. Parliament would make 15,000 
amendments to legislation every year, while TNA could only incorporate 10,000 
into its database. The database was falling behind, and lacked the resources 
necessary to catch-up. 

 The data had several advantages: its official status, it was well modelled, 
rigorously processed and of a high-quality. 

 The US Patent Office and UK Intellectual Property Office had trialled systems 
known as Peer-to-Patent, which invited experts to comment on the quality and 
admissibility of patent applications. This worked well because it acknowledged 
the reality that much expertise in many domains rested outside of government. 
Public resources would be less strained while the quality of service, here, patent 
quality would rise, helping businesses and experts. 

 The same arguments applied to UK Legislation.  The team developed a model for 
expert participation. It would retain the key features of process and control of 
changes to legislation. By ensuring the resulting dataset was open both in terms 
of access and re-use, experts would be assured that they could benefit from the 
products of their labour. 

  The model has been highly successful since its recent launch, with more interest 
than the team could manage. The private sector grasps the benefits of the 
approach (often more quickly than other areas of the public sector). Companies 
were now hiring staff to work on the legislation database.  

 Private organisations, in particular Westlaw, had now contributed thousands of 
additional documents to the database. 
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Hargreaves Review and Government Response 
Ben Hawes 
Intellectual Property Office 
 

 Ben outlined the drivers behind the Hargreaves review. Namely to develop 
proposals on how the UK’s IPR framework can be used to foster growth, 
entrepreneurship and innovation. 

 The Hargreaves review built on a number of other reviews regarding intellectual 
property that had been conducted in recent years. It was recognised that the 
area contained a number of significant challenges. 

 The Review had been launched in November 2010, was published in May 2011, 
with the government response being delivered in August 2011. 

 The top-level conclusions from the review included those that the IPR policy 
should be driven by objective evidence and analysis and that greater 
international co-operation was necessary for the system to be fully effective. 

 Recommendations from the review on copyright included that a Digital Copyright 
Exchange should be created – to facilitate the market in copyright as an asset. 
Orphan works – legislation enabling their licensing should be passed. Exceptions 
should be brought in for several areas: format shifting, parody, non-commercial 
research, text and data analytics. 

 On other rights the review recommended: measures to limit the effect of patent 
thickets, study the evidence for the relationship between design rights and 
innovation, small claims track for enforcement of IPR. 

 IPO to be given a legal mandate to ensure the IP system promotes growth and 
innovation. 

 IPO to be given legal mandate to issue statutory opinions on copyright law. 

 The Government response broadly accepted these recommendations. 

 We see that while IP is important to growth, the IP legal framework is falling 
behind the pace of technological change. This is important given the prominence 
of creative sector in the UK economy. 

 Copyright collecting societies were acknowledged as in need of reform – owing 
to high overheads and a lack of compulsory standards of practice. 

 Research would be commissioned into the prevalence and effect of patent 
thickets and into design registration and simplification of the design right system. 

 On enforcement the IPO was developing tactics for: building efficient, legitimate 
markets; tackling organised IP crime; improving the quality of evidence on piracy 
impacts; implementing certain Digital Economy Act provisions. 

 IPO would also be looking at ways to ensure SMEs had access to the intellectual 
property system and to high quality, affordable advice on it. 

 Next steps – many of the implementing actions following the review were 
anticipated to feature in a White Paper scheduled for Spring 2012. The 
government intended to consult on this, and expected a high level of interest 
from stakeholders. 
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Making Open Data Real: A Public Consultation 
Irene Loh 
Cabinet Office 
 

 Irene was involved at the Cabinet Office in the formulation and delivery of the 
consultation on Making Open Data Real.   

 A primary driver for the consultation was the view that ‘sunlight was the best 
disinfectant’ – that by increasing public sector transparency the government 
could increase its accountability and efficiency. 

 The trajectory towards the consultation had begun in May 2010 with the Prime 
Minister’s letter to government departments. The commitments made then had 
been reaffirmed and extended in July 2011. This led to the current consultation, 
which would result in a White Paper to be implemented in 2012 and beyond. 

  Irene saw the government as concerned with three main categories of dataset: 
large routine datasets; records on individuals; and feedback from service users. 

 An important action for the next phase was for the government to make the 
transition from episodic releases of data to a more continuous, embedded 
approach. 

 Evidence was accruing demonstrating the benefits of opening up these sources 
of data for enhancing accountability; supporting informed user choice; improving 
public sector productivity; and encouraging social and economic growth. 

 Policy areas which the consultation particularly invited views on were around: an 
enhanced right to data; firmer Transparency standards; how to ensure Open 
Data improved governance and leadership; government setting the example; the 
role of government in stimulating enterprise through Open Data. 

 The consultation was scheduled to close on 27 October. Views were sought from 
all stakeholders, in particular members of the Licensing Forum were invited: to 
respond; to spread the word as widely as possible; to provide information on 
case studies of interest; to volunteer or suggest pilots projects for further work 
on Open Data. 
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Public Data Corporation Consultation 
Ed Parkes 
Cabinet Office 
 

 Ed’s involvement in the Consultation on Data Strategy for a Public Data 
Corporation stemmed from his role as Head of High Value Data Strategy at the 
Cabinet Office. 

 The Minister for the Cabinet Office, Francis Maude, and the Business Minister 
Edward Davey had announced plans for the project on 12 January 2011. 

 The aims of the PDC project were to provide consistency of licensing and access, 
to stimulate economic growth and to serve as a vehicle for private investment. 

 Work streams involved in the project included the development and testing of a 
coherent data policy; identifying the key data-holding businesses for a PDC 
structure; piloting a dataset inventory across a selection of data holders. 

 Milestones had already been achieved in these work streams, including the 
publication of the consultation itself and implementation of initial Machinery of 
Government changes.  

 The next milestones would be a government statement in response to the 
consultation and the establishment of a PDC Executive Board. 

 The remit of the consultation meant that it would be seeking advice on the 
licensing, charging and regulatory framework for a PDC. 

 There were existing frameworks which would need to be taken into account: 
including Treasury policy on Managing Public Money; Crown copyright; the Re-
use of Public Sector Information Regulations 2005; the Information Fair Trader 
Scheme. 

 Another possibility opened up by a PDC would be the provision of a unified 
inventory of datasets available from the bodies concerned. 

 The PDC would likely include organisations which charged for their data. 
However, the PDC would seek to complement the government’s wider objective 
of opening up public data by making more data freely available year on year. 

 The three licensing models under consideration could broadly be outlined as: 
o Status quo + commitment to free – continuance of operations within 

current framework, but with policy commitment to making more 
information freely available. 

o Harmonisation & simplification – either material would be free, if within 
the public task would be charged for at a standard unit rate, or if outside 
of the public task would be charged at full cost plus an appropriate rate of 
return. 

o Freemium – basic data would be free with additional features and 
services charged for at a higher rate. 

 Questions on charging therefore included: 
o How government should balance policy affordability with the need to 

increase access to data. 
o Advice on datasets to which particular attention should be paid. 
o The impact of the various options on those affected by the PDC. Are there 

any other options not yet considered? 
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 The consultation also sought views on licensing of PDC data, and presented three 
options for this: 

o Use model – with constituent organisations operating their own licensing 
schemes within principles laid down by the UK Government Licensing 
Framework. 

o PDC over-arching agreement – a set of framework terms and conditions 
which would be supplemented by product specific schedules. 

o PDC wide model – a single licence incorporating all possible variations to 
cover all data and uses. 

 Free information would be licensed under the Open Government Licence 

 Questions on licensing therefore included: 
o The extent to which respondents saw a need for increased clarity, 

consistency and simplicity. 
o Whether the options presented would address those needs; and what 

their particular merits were. 
o Would the disruption of changing licensing models outweigh the benefit? 
o Whether the current regulatory environment could support the PDC 

vision. What additional measures might be necessary? 
o The appropriate time-scale for reviewing PDC constituent organisations’ 

public tasks. 


